Good Time Pizza Makers are best in making pizzas with six different toppings. They took a survey about customers’ favorite toppings and recorded the results in a bar graph. Use the bar graph to answer the questions.

1) Which is the most popular topping?

2) How many customers have chosen either tomato or pepper toppings?

3) If 75 more customers prefer bacon, which one will top the chart, bacon or onion?

4) Which topping has 250 votes?

5) List the toppings in order from most popular to least popular.
Good Time Pizza Makers are best in making pizzas with six different toppings. They took a survey about customers’ favorite toppings and recorded the results in a bar graph. Use the bar graph to answer the questions.

1) Which is the most popular topping?  
   **Pepperoni**

2) How many customers have chosen either tomato or pepper toppings?  
   **175**

3) If 75 more customers prefer bacon, which one will top the chart, bacon or onion?  
   **Bacon**

4) Which topping has 250 votes?  
   **Mushroom**

5) List the toppings in order from most popular to least popular.  
   **Pepperoni, Mushroom, Onion, Bacon, Pepper and Tomato**